Abstract-Photonic crystal enhanced fluorescence (PCEF) has been demonstrated as an effective technique for amplifying the electromagnetic excitation and emission extraction from surface-bound fluorescent molecules.
I. INTRODUCTION
LOURESCENCE is a useful tool for imaging and detection owing to its' excellent sensitivity, ease of application to a broad class of biomolecules, and robust instrumentation. The major limitation of fluorescence is the strength of signals that can often limit visualization and quantification of low concentration analytes in numerous fluorescence-based assays [1, 2] . To address this need for improved signal to noise ratio in surface-based fluorescence assays, photonic crystal (PC) surfaces have been utilized in the context of gene expression analysis [3] and protein biomarker detection [4] . In previous work, we have documented the substantive fluorescence signal enhancement (>100x) achieved in surface-bound fluorophores [5, 6] .
The signal enhancement is a consequence of the enhanced excitations fields present at the surface of a PC at its optical resonance. Briefly, for a given PC structure the resonance modes have a distinct coupling angle and wavelength combination. Externally guided-mode resonance is observed as an efficient transmission peak over a narrow range of incident angles for illumination at a given wavelength [7] . These leaky resonances of the PC are excited by an external light source like a laser and can be engineered to have very high energy density. The magnitude of this energy density is related to the quality factor (Q = λ/Δλ) [8] of the resonance. Therefore, a narrow beam divergence is necessary to efficiently couple a laser to the modes of a PCEF surface.
The angle selectivity of the PC poses certain challenges in effective detection instrumentation design. While a confocal laser scanner has been used to good effect for PCEF [5, 6] , the use of a focused excitation beam can only couple a portion of the excitation energy into the resonance mode that contributes to enhanced fluorescence emission. To improve PCEF performance we introduced the use of a collimated scheme [7] in which excitation laser beam matched the resonance angle of the target resonance mode. However such an efficient coupling posed a challenge for large area scanning. Using the fixed angle/fixed wavelength excitation approach, only limited regions of a high-Q PC surface could be optimally excited. While some parts of the PC were precisely "on-resonance" and therefore experienced the greatest enhancement factor, small variations in fabrication parameters or surface chemistry density would result in regions of the PC that were not optimally resonant with the excitation source, resulting in lower enhancement factor. Fundamentally, this effect occurs because small changes in optical density on the PC surface result in a shift in reflected wavelength (for a fixed illumination angle) -an effect that has been used effectively for PC label free detection [9] [10] [11] .
In order to address this issue, we developed a novel angle scanning mechanism that ensures highly efficient coupling with the PC. Fluorescent images are captured for a range of angles, scanned in small increments. Software is able to select the optimal resonant coupling angle on a pixel-bypixel basis to construct a fluorescent image in which every
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II. RESULTS

A. PC structure and Q-factor
Using a combination of self derived numerical methods and a Rigorous coupled wave analysis software package (Diffract MOD, RSOFT Design) we evaluated the field enhancement factor for a PC structure (shown in Figure 1a ) with three different grating depths (d = 15 nm, 30 nm, and 100 nm). For all three PC structures, the grating period was Λ=400 nm while the TiO2 thickness was selected to maintain a resonant angle of 10° at a resonant wavelength of 633 nm (t TiO = 155 nm, 158 nm and 185 nm). The angle transmission spectra (Figure 1b) indicated that a shallower grating depth increases the Q-factor.
We developed numerical methods (not discussed here), to evaluate the field enhancement factor for the PC structures. The resonant angle of the PC surfaces were designed for an incident angle of θ=10°. The RCWA was used to calculate field distributions in one period of the PC for 0°<θ<20° with increments of 0.01°. Next, using the numerical methods, the average field intensity was calculated. Since the PC enhancement is a near field effect that is localized to the vicinity of sensor surface, only the field intensity within a 50 nm region above surface is counted. The ratio of the averaged field intensity as compared to the intensity on a reference glass slide is defined as the enhancement factor. Assuming a laser spot with 1 mm diameter, the divergence of the beam after focusing can be altered using a lens with different focal lengths. In our simulation, we consider the laser beam with divergence between 3.3° to 0.00033°. As shown in Figure 2 , when the excitation beam is highly diverging, the enhancement factor of a low Q-factor PC is higher than that of the high Q-factor PC. However, the high Q-factor PC exhibits an enhancement factor of 263x if the excitation beam becomes more collimated. An excitation beam with angle of divergence beyond 0.005° can be fully coupled into the resonance. An excessively collimated beam will not result in a better enhancement factor once the coupling condition is met.
B. Application to Fluorescence Enhancement
Two different types of fluorescence detection systems were studied for PCEF: a commercially available microarray laser scanner (using focused light) and a modified fluorescence microscope (referred to as PCEFM) that is specifically designed for PCEF (using collimated light). The effect of laser beam divergence on the coupling between the PC and excitation light, is manifested in transmission efficiency (lower transmission indicates better coupling)
The microarray laser scanner uses a lens with a high numerical aperture (N.A.) to focus the laser beam on to the sample and collects the fluorescence signal resulting from this excitation. Due to the focusing effect, the illumination laser beam angle spans from 0° to 30°. As a result, only a small portion of the excitation energy can be coupled into the resonant mode of the PC surface, thus compromising the enhancement performance of the PC. For the PC surface with Q~300, the coupling efficiency is less than 20%. The PCEFM setup utilizes collimated illumination for this purpose. The divergence angle of the excitation laser beam is 0.037°.
Both instruments were chosen owing to their abilities to tune the excitation angle to match the PC resonance angle at the excitation laser wavelength. Through RCWA simulations we determined a close association between the degree of collimation of incident light and coupling efficiency with a PC. In order to experimentally correlate the influence of degree of collimation of incident light with the extent of fluorescence enhancement we performed the following fluorescence measurements. The microarray laser scanner and the PCEFM discussed above, to represent cases for focused and collimated light. The signal enhancement factor for the on-resonance case with respect to the off-resonance case was measured over a range of angles around the resonance angle. This is shown in Figure 3 .
The collimated light gave a signal enhancement factor almost 7x higher than the case for the focused light. This can be easily explained as a direct consequence of the higher magnitude of surface localized electric field intensity (owing to better coupling with the PC at resonance) that interacts with fluorophores immobilized on the surface of the PC.
Another interesting observation was that the signal enhancement is much more sensitive to the proximity to the resonance angle for collimated excitation (FWHM θ < 0.4°) when judged against focused excitation (peak FWHM θ > 1.5°). This can be explained as a consequence of the sensitivity of the coupling efficiency of the PC to change in excitation angle for collimated light. Thus, for the PCEFM a small deviation from the resonance condition will result in a large drop in the surface localized electric field intensity, ultimately leading to lower enhancement in fluorescence intensity. For the case of focused light, since the incident there will be some amount of light that will always be present in the resonant angle range. Thus, even though the coupling will never be as efficient and the electric field intensities will never reach high values, the fluorescence enhancement will have a much greater angle tolerance. Thus the degree of collimation of the excitation light (which influences the coupling efficiency of the PC as described in the previous section) is the ultimate determining factor for the degree of enhancement. The sensitivity of the degree of enhancement to the proximity to the resonance angle has farreaching implications for performing multiplexed assays on a PC surface.
For relating our enhancement factors on the PC to a glass slide we performed a study to analyze the total enhancement of the PC on-resonance when compared to unpatterned glass. Figure 4 shows a bar graph plot for the signal enhancement as measured on the PCEFM and the confocal laser scanner. The plot shows a very high signal enhancement for the onresonance case compared to the off-resonance case (169× for PCEFM, and 15× for the laser scanner), which is due to the enhanced excitation effect. The off-resonance case for the PC also has a higher signal as compared to a glass slide (~4× for the PCEFM and ~2× for the laser scanner). This is a result of the PC enhanced extraction effect [12] . In this case, emitted photons, which would ordinarily exit the surface distributed uniformly in all directions, are spatially biased away from the PC surface at a (approximately) normal angle, so they may be gathered more efficiently by the detection optics.
The combination of the two enhancement effects provides a net signal enhancement (compared to unpatterned glass) of ~677× using the PCEFM and ~29× using the laser scanner.
C. Application to full slide scanning
While it is desirable to utilize a high-Q PC for greatest signal enhancement, the high sensitivity of the PC to collimated excitation dictates that we account for any variability in the PC resonant angle caused by nonuniformities in the PC structure or surface functionalization.
In order retain the benefits of signal enhancement while still performing fast high throughput measurements; we developed a methodology to account for the variation in the resonant angle across the device. Rather than gathering fluorescent output images with the PCEFM using a single incident angle, we capture a sequence of fluorescence images over a range of angles that always includes the resonance angle. Software is used to compare the images taken at each angle, and to select the maximum intensity of every pixel over the scanning range. Because the maximum intensity for any pixel will always be generated when the incident angle matches the optimal resonant condition, a new image can constructed using the maximum intensity angle for each pixel. Figure 5 shows Intensity profile as a function of distance for a line of fluorescent image pixels profiling spots of Alexa-647 conjugated PPL for the PC using (a) a fixed excitation angle (10°) and (b) angle scanning technique described above. The images are shown in insets.
Capture of the fluorescent images in Figure 5a and b Fig. 4 Comparison of the fluorescence enhancement using the PCEF microscope and the Confocal Laser Scanner. The fluorescence signal enhancement for the PC on resonance compared to the off resonance case is attributed to the "enhanced excitation" property of the PC. The fluorescence signal enhancement for the PC off resonance compared to unpatterned glass is attributed to the "enhanced extraction" property of the PC. The total enhancement is the ratio of the fluorescence signal for the PC on resonance to the unpatterned glass.
was done in a total scanning time of 24 and 48 seconds respectively. Nominally, each spot in the array is identical, but the fluorescent intensity shows the effects of nonoptimal laser coupling to the PC resonance in several regions of the chip (Figure 5a ), resulting in a coefficient of variability of CV=51% for the on-spot intensity. As a result of the new method (Figure 5b ), the spot CV is reduced to 17.9%. This level of spot-to-spot variability is consistent with what is typically obtained for fluorescent images of spot intensities on glass surfaces (data not shown), and therefore represents variability due to the spots themselves, rather than variability in the detection method. Thus, using the angle scanning approach, we have observed a consistently high enhancement factor across the entire PC area.
III. CONCLUSION
We have reported on the study of PC enhanced fluorescence illuminated with laser beams with different degrees of divergence. By use of an imaging system that enables angle-tunable collimated illumination of the PC surface, We have established improved performance for PC when subjected to collimated excitation as compared to focused excitation in a confocal laser scanner, demonstrating raw signal enhancement of 677x. The signal enhancement is accompanied by an extreme sensitivity to the angle of excitation. This results in a problem of variability when attempting to utilize the PCEFM for high throughput measurements, such as those used in DNA microarrays or protein microarrays. In order to address this issue, an anglescanning method was developed that allows optimal coupling to every pixel in a PC-based fluorescent image, and thus achieves a uniformly high enhancement factor over large surface areas.
